ELAC
Concentro M

Defining the
future of sound.

ELAC
Concentro M
Sophisticated aluminum
woofers Through the use of
aluminum, resonances that
affect the linearity of common
paper cones can be placed
beyond the driver’s operating
frequency range.
VX-Technology
The acclaimed drive unit, which
combines the renowned JET
tweeter with a ring-radiator
midrange driver in a concentric
arrangement, provides the
foundation of these speakers’
remarkable sound.

One look tells you this is no ordinary loudspeaker.
The sophisticated cabinet features curves that allow
optimum propagation and dispersion of sound waves.

Is it just a bit smaller?
Yes, but that’s not all! The Concentro M exhibits
characteristic design cues, but creates its own unique
visual impact.
Concentro proves that the whole can be even greater
than the sum of its many state-of-the-art parts.
A variable VX chassis lets you to tailor the sound to your
listening area, while four 220 mm woofers, installed in a
pulse-compensated configuration, ensure exceptional
bass delivery in any room.

VX-JET 5 Tweeter
Delivering true high-definition sound, ELAC’s JET
5 tweeter enthralls with its
lightning-fast response and
wide dynamic range.
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ELAC
Concentro M
CONCENTRO M
Height

1450 mm with spikes

Width

460 mm with base

Depth

535 mm with base

Weight

90 kg

Type

3-Way, bass reflex

Woofer

4 x 220 mm Ø AS, cone

Midrange

1 x 70 / 140 mm Ø, AS XR
ring radiator

Tweeter

JET 5 Core, modified

Crossover frequency

180 | 2700 Hz

Nominal power handling

300 W

Minimal impedance

2,8 Ω at 380 Hz

Peak power handling

400 W

Frequency range (IEC 268-5)

24 – 50000 Hz

Sensitivity

88 dB/2,83 V/m

Suitable for amplifiers from … to

4–8Ω

Nominal impedance

4Ω

Recommended amplifier power

80 - 600 W/channel

Finishes

Black High Gloss,
White High Gloss

Accessories included
in delivery

bi-wiring set, gloves, tool set
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